IGNITE THE FIRE
August 2020

Three 5-Fold Global Strategic Operations

August 12-14 REVIVAL FIRE CONFERENCE, KIYINDI, UGANDA
August 17-23 IGNITE THE FIRE GATHERING, BUNGOMA, KENYA
August 24-26 APOSTOLIC/PROPHETIC SUMMIT, BUNGOMA, KENYA
THE WALL OF FIRE

God showed 5-Fold Global partners early in this century He was establishing a wall of fire across Africa in the areas of greatest religious conflict. Today, we see the rise of a new generation mission force ready for deployment into the spiritual battlefield along this wall of fire. For I,’ says the LORD, “will be a wall of fire all around her, and I will be the glory in her midst.’” (Zech. 2:5). The apostolic and prophetic significance of this operation cannot be overemphasized. Just as God is the wall of fire around Jerusalem, He is the wall of fire around this generation. This operation mobilizes hundreds of young leaders to enter into an arena of spiritual fire from above.

IGNITE THE FIRE OBJECTIVES

• Renew and activate the generational covenant of the Word and the Spirit in this generation.

• Kindle a fire in the hearts of this generation that will become a blazing flame for His glory.

• Establish by the Spirit fresh networking partnerships among young leaders across the wall of fire in Africa and also in Asia.

• Connect by the Spirit young leaders with anointed 5-Fold Global spiritual fathers for future joint operations.

• Launch a new 5-Fold Global website and Mobile App with free and readily accessible resources to help this generation make disciples of the nations.
WHAT TO EXPECT

“God is the one and only one who can kindle unquenchable fire. An everlasting blazing can only be the work of His hands. He can kindle a fire to serve a particular purpose of His will at any given time and place even in a generation. So, when He kindles this fire in this conference upon the new generation, it shall blaze forever. He is the kindler of the unquenchable flame and the raiser of blazing vessels.”

(Dr. Samuel Isong, 5-Fold Global, Nigeria)

How to Prepare

- Pray for the Holy Spirit to direct you to this strategic gathering.
- Inform the church and ask them to assist in sending you.
- Connect with others and arrange travel plans together for August 17-23.
- Inform Bishop James Murunga’s team of your plans and needs.

Strategic Giving

5-Fold Global asks all to prayerfully consider sowing a financial seed into this operation to help provide travel assistance to young leaders coming from West Africa and Asia. The best way to do this is through the 5-Fold Global website and mobile app.